MIDDLE SCHOOL SPORT TEAMS

Saturday 19 March – A farewell to summer!

Wet Weather Numbers
In the event of wet weather on Saturday mornings throughout the summer season, call the host school’s number found at the bottom of the weekly fixture. A recorded message will alert you if your fixture has been washed out.

Winter Sport Training
Be sure to check out the winter sport training spreadsheet attached to this week’s eNews! Unlike Term 1, the majority of training is after school and includes three sessions per fortnight for most teams.

CRICKET

YEAR 7

7A: Ryan Agg (c), Joshua Badge, Marcus Bierens, Kai Dimattina, Sam Flockart, Dan Hurd, Henry Munnings, Blake Oliver, Brendan Reddell, Lachlan Zissis, Nick Anson, Harry Harte

7B1: James Ianuali, Aaron Aloi, Thomas Arrigo, Lachlan Barlow, Matt Elliot (wk), Luke Hill, Nathan Moore, Hamish Roberts, Aayan Shukla, Sam Funston, Declan Hayes, Jonathan Hick

7B2: Tom Burnell (wk), Lachy Miller, Ned Ansell-Jones, Jack Curtis, Callum Cummins, Oliver Disney, Thomas Farrelly, Oliver Lally, Markus Mittermayr, Tom Redpath, Lucas Williamson, Patrick Hoy

7C: Reagan Lenihan, James Swyny, Milan Adams, Callum Bond, Ben Hildebrand-Neumann, Vassilli Kyparisis, Nic Merrill, Jack Tiver, Mitchell Waldron, Michael Webb, Flynn Cooper
YEAR 8

8A: Craig Marais (c), Spencer Wood, Griff Adams, Lucas Galanopoulos, Darcy McConnon, Harrison Boys, Archie Perkins, Ben Green, Zac Murphy, Bailey Rohan, Luke Marsden, Christian Alo

8B: Daniel Smith, Sam Fitzgerald, Jack Davies, Denver Stroud, Keir Canwell, Max Post, Max Mitchell-Adams, Lucas Pithie, James Sherbourne, Ben Morgan, Winston Macgowan, Josh Tate

8C: Thomas Barlabas, Trent Thomas, Max Blyth, Nathaniel Fyffe, Dexter Dowd, Edward Forster, Lachie Briggs, Lachlan Cardell, Flynn Dickson, Will Fry, Callum Standford

TENNIS

YEAR 7

7A: ***BYE: NO GAME***
J. Cannuli, J. Capp, H. Chessells, P. Gu, A. James, C. Khan, A. Larkin, H. Moir, W. Muller


7C2: M. Coste, C. Harding, H. Kerr, F. Lade, O. Lochhead, M. McGrath, M. Mozina, T. Pang, J. Semenov

YEAR 8

8A: ***FRIDAY AFTERNOON***
Zach Adam-Gedge, Evan Best, Jordan Segar, Pablo Forbes, Max Benier, Nate Hollis, Ethan Furey, Jordan Hayter

8A2: Hamish Gee, Liam Konidaris, Tommy Blamires, Max McLaughlan, Dominic Kastrinakis, Alan Gennissen, Steven Stavrellis, Cameron Acheson

8B2: Tommy Sullivan-Dunne, Ryan Thorpe, Jakob Akinci, Jack Gray, Meluke Gunter, Jack Damyon, Flynn Chan, Gus Bland

8C1: Tommy Colaci, Jaxon Putland, Andrew Wang, Carl Rumbens, Julian Svensen, Maxim Christodoulou, Nik Vakirtzis, Mitz Metaxas

8C2: Frank Peng, Hayden Cory, Victor Ding, Richard Jiang, Justin Feng, Sky Wu, Jesi Spencer-Ates, Will Clark
TOUCH FOOTBALL

YEAR 7 & 8 COMBINED TEAMS

MS 1: Soren Mitchell, Ben Fisher, Jacob Sarris, Campbell Sedgwick, Joel Tyler, Jack Anson, Samuel Breen, Nicholas Burvill, Ethan Calcatjicos, Charlie Catt

MS 2: Max Blokker, Kip Gibney, Luke Langdon, Yali Lin, Ben Davies, Ben Sullivan, Will Biddick, Sam Clark, Dom Frederico, Sam Stewart

MS 3: ***BUS TO HAILEYBURY BERWICK WITH MR MARSHALL***
George Livissianos, Thomas Draheim, Harry Wright, Archie Jackson, Seamus Mintrom, Luca Macnab, Leo Read, Shotaro Shu, Wei-Yee Hall, Peter Tsiakos

MS 4: Alec Ciciulla, Rex Patterson, Jakub Williams, Hugo Anderson, Edward Greenslade, Tom Howard, Lachlan Stewart, Andrew Penca, Nicholas Verga, Micah Swann

MS 5: Stirling Findlay, Rudy Warszewski, Ned Walker, Will Karsten, Josh Hudghton, Cantwell, Oli Warren, Costa Chantzos, Harry Cornwell

BADMINTON

YEAR 8 (playing as 9/10RED)
All squad required

YEAR 7
All required for social games on Friday afternoon